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Welcome - from the Edithare 

Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder. 

Beer, it’s the best damn drink in the world. 

There is no such thing as a bad beer. It’s that some taste better 

than others. 

Nothing ever tasted better than a cold beer on a beautiful 

afternoon with nothing to look forward to than more beer. 

 

 

Fill with mingled cream and amber, 

I will drain that glass again. 

Such hilarious visions clamber 

Through the chambers of my brain. 

Quaintest thoughts — queerest fancies, 

Come to life and fade away: 

What care I how time advances? 

I am drinking beer today. 

El Rave. 
 

Mystery Picnic Trip – 26th May 
 

• Bus pick-ups on-route 
to and from Cambridge 

• Mystery Run venue 

• Super Spring Picnic in 
delightful mystery 
location 

• Bank Holiday Monday 
to recover!!! 

 
If you don’t get on the bus you 
won’t be there!!! 
  



 

New Songs 
Time for some new songs for the hash song book. This page contains a number of rude, crude, and socially 
unacceptable song lyrics, if you find these sorts of things offensive then please stop 
reading now, as the Hash House Harriers probably isn’t for you. So as not to offend 
any children we have used * to mask a few words. 
 

Orgy at the Zoo 
To the tune of Row, Row, Row the boat - courtesy of Paparazzi  
 

Fuck, fuck, fuck the D*ck, 
Screw the Kangar*o 
69, the Porc*pine 
Orgy at the Zoo 

 
 

The Archers 
To the tune of.........The Archers !! 
Written by Wrong ‘Ole (Perry) and El Rave one Sunday afternoon in a bar after the trail. 
 

He(she)'s a hasher through and through 
Cums on Sunday morning 
With a friend or on their own  
always sees it through 
  
Cums for breakfast cums for lunch 
Cums at dinner time too 
Give this hasher a down down 
And they'll cum all over you! 

    



 

Run 2052 – 28th Jan 2018 

Blackbirds Inn, Woodditton 

Hares: El Rave and Paparazzi 

Scribe: Taxidermist 
I’ll keep this short: 

BEFORE CAMBRIDGE HASH ARRIVED 

 

AFTER THE CAMBRIDGE HASH LEFT! 



 

Run 2076 – 15th Jul 2018 

Sheringham – The Seaside Run  

Hare – Hold it for Me and Big Swinger 

Scribe - Paparazzi  
Well, it’s that time of year again and we are off to Sheringham for the seaside run, to 

have fun and drink a lot. Some have travelled by car so they can stay a few days, 

others came by the coach just for the day. The coach would have been on time if it 

hadn’t been for Gorilla who had to be dug out of bed while the coach waited outside.  

We all gathered at Sheringham station on this glorious sunny day (thank you RA) and 

then divided into two groups, the geriatrics and the teenagers. After we had been 

counted the GM, went off to purchase the appropriate tickets. The 76084 steam train 

arrived on time (unlike the coach) and after many photos we clambered aboard our  

reserved carriage. With a “toot – toot” 

we all set off for Weybourne.  

Having arrived at Weybourne, we were split into two groups again. 

This time it was a group for the walkers and a group for the runners. 

I was told that the runners trail was 4k longer than the walkers and 

the walkers trail was 4k shorter than the runners. Very helpful when 

you have got an injured knee! The runners set off in one direction 

whilst the walkers set off in the opposite direction.   

After falling for a long turn back at the beginning, the trail took us alongside the rail track towards Holt. We past a 

small pond full of beautiful flowering waterlilies, then onto the platform at Kelling Heath Park. It then started to 

climb. When we got to the top we looped round until we came across a 

sign, “W.S.” and an arrow. Now the GM told us what this meant at the 

start - Weybourne Station and we were to follow the arrow. But that was 

going back from where we had come from. Two of our hashers, namely 

El Rave and Sox, head off in the opposite direction into the woods. All 

the others came back down, past Kelling Heath Park platform again, back 

past the beautiful lily pond and back to Weybourne station. From here we 

followed the walkers trail and they had a head start on us. The aim now 

was to catch up with the walkers and get to the beer stop before the 

walkers could drink all the beer. The trail headed us back towards 

Sheringham and took us through some beautiful woods which gave us plenty of welcoming shade on this baking hot 

day. We passed by Sheringham Hall where we found Slaphead coming in the wrong direction. “The trail just runs 

out” we were informed and he consequently led us on a wild goose chase. Having concluded that the trail must go 

past the hall, we backtracked, found the trail and Slaphead followed us. 

Next, we came to the path leading to the viewing tower. Would the hare be so cruel as to lead us to the very top of 

the tower - only to find a turn back? No thanks goodness, it was closed. We did find a group of people dressed up in 

2nd world war clothing around a gunnery, so we stopped and had a tour of a dark and very small gun hole. 

Now we were headed towards the sea. Having reached the clifftops we came across a carefully planned checkpoint. 

Right would lead us back to Sheringham and the beer festival and left would take us BACK to Weybourne!! The trail 

went left, back to Weybourne. What a dilemma. Beer festival right or the trail left. Very tempting to go right to the 



 

festival as we had done 6 miles already but left we went. So following the clifftop, we see the hare coming towards 

us. He was glad to see we had all made it, and so were we! With a smile on his face informs us beer is very near. 

Hooray! Now it might be near for Hold It For Me, but 

for the average Hasher it was miles away. Before we got 

to the well-stocked beer stop you could climb/fall down 

the steep cliff and take a dip in the sea. Not for me, after 

taking a few photos of the brave ones, I was off to the 

beer stop.  

The beer stop was fantastic with welcoming ice-cold 

beers and wine and all the food you could eat. 

Homemade cakes, ham and cheese rolls, quiches, 

sausage rolls and crisp just to name a few. Served by It’ll 

Come Off, Big Swinger and HIFM. Having consumed 

all the beers, wine and food the downside was a 1.5 mile 

trek back to Weybourne station to eat ice creams and 

catch the train back to Sheringham and to the Windham Arms for the circle.  

Down downs awarded to, (subject to a bad memory):  

• Hares, HIFM, Big Swinger and It’ll Come Off for the beerstop.  

• Visitor, Beetroot.  

• HIFM for having a meltdown when he found the gazebo closed for the trail.   

• Antar for being a fog horn when calling on, on.  

• D.T. and Taxi for having a strawberry kiss.  

• Kermit for overtraining on cider the night before the Hash.  

• WYDT for compulsive shopping.  

• D.T. for losing her sunglasses.  

• Gorilla for delaying the coach and keeping the RA waiting.  

• Pugwash for moaning all the time.  

• It’ll Come Off for saving melted chocolate cake.  

• Kermit and Klingon for beach diversion and leading hashers astray.  

• Big Swinger for having a fetish for the Railway 

Children.  

• Toed Bedsores for harassing the Harriett’s.  

• It’ll Come Off and Big Swinger for losing 

each other in the Pub.   

• Just Angela for wishing it was longer. (Good 

name that).  

• Just Angela was named  ”Wish It Was 

Longer”.    

On on, Paparazzi  



 

Run 2078 – 29th Jul 2018 

Three Horseshoes, Houghton 

Hare – While You’re Down There and Pedro 

Scribe - El Rave  
 

We all arrived at the Three Horseshoes after driving through some pretty 

bad rain. The hares While You’re Down There and Pedro were waiting 

outside the pub looking a bit bedraggled. They were both smiling and told 

us that the rain was about to stop.  

We were sent on our way expecting to follow the usual trail down to the 

locks but it started off in the wrong direction. Not to be fooled we waited 

for a loop back to the locks but it did not happen. This completely fooled 

Jetstream who lost the pack and complained for the rest of the day.  

The trail went along in the St. Ives direction though some houses and 

paths I have never seen before. It eventually came out on the public 

footpath to St. Ives. Knowing the area very well I suspected we were going 

to St. Ives, crossing the river and following the southern path back to 

Houghton. This is basically what the trail did but with several diversions on 

the way. It took us up Houghton Grange hill and through the woods. Not 

many of us have been up there, so it turned out to be a pleasant diversion from the straight path that ran by the 

river Ouse.  

Arriving in St. Ives we lost the trail but continued on to the bridge. There we picked it up again and went through the 

Bridgehouse Hotel onto the meadows south of the river. I 

had been running with Just William, a virgin and had told 

me about his childhood in St. Ives. When the trail 

continued following the river bank William asked me if it 

was wrong to short cut. “Why”, I asked. He told me that 

the river path went on a long route around the perimeter 

of a big field and that we could go straight across. I told 

him that there were no rules and set off. We arrived at 

the gate on the other side and watched a precession of 

hashers going round the field. Hold It For Me saw us 

short cutting and raced as fast as he could to get to the 

gate first. We manged to beat him and William was 

chuffed.  

The trail pasted through Hemingford Grey and Hemingford Abbots basically keeping close to the river. On crossing 

back over at the mill into Houghton we found a wonderful beer stop in a caravan park. On inn was straight back to 

the pub.  

Jetstream actually managed to find the full trail but still wasn’t happy and claimed it was too long.  



 

The Down Downs  
Down downs were awarded to:  

• GM Hold It For Me – For not getting wet  

• The hares 

• Arse Licker and Shamcock - Complementing the Beer Stop 

• Sheepshager and Bone – Returnees  

• Just William – Virgin and for not wearing a hash shirt  

• Slaphead – Getting Knee bras out of his boot  

• Jetstream – Too much complaining  

• Pedro – A picture paints a thousand words  

A very pleasant trail different from past ones. I think it was about 10K. 

Well that was what the FRB told me was on the GPSs. Thanks to the 

hares especially for a wonderful beer stop.  

On on, El Rave  

 

 

The March Edithare is Horny 

  



 

Run 2095 – 25th Nov 2018 

Cock, Castle Camps 

Hares:  El Rave & Paparazzi 

 Scribe: Mitten  
 

So truth be told I’d had a bit of a day on Saturday 24th it was my 21st Birthday so my memories of the run are a bit 

hazy – I do think the Grandmaster was a bit unfair to suggest that I should do the write up on account of me being 

‘an adult’ / or was it a student who did nothing? Well 

it was something like that – what does she know 

anyway???  

And what a bargain - you got a visit from my Dad – 

Locust – on account of my great age! Still wearing the 

same old pink t shirt some of the pack noted!! There 

were other visitors – Sox had brought her brother and 

his family along for the day as well and my other half 

Just Meg.  

Our hares – El Rave and Paparazzi briefed the pack 

and we headed off on trial – events fairly quickly 

falling into disarray as hashers milled about at a path 

junction with much chuntering that the trail always went that way / last time we were here we upset the lady with 

the horses…… the usual!! Despite this, the trail went left skirting round the back of the village and out into the 

countryside.   

Walker and runners were kept well together until we reached a well grazed cattle field rising upwards towards the 

Church. Much gesticulating ensued as front runners identified the walkers split to the left  with runners going right… 

easily understood unless you were Double Top or Big Swinger who were seen weaving across the field in indecision 

and deep conversation!! I stuck with the 

walkers and as we headed up to the church 

Paparazzi advised that we were approaching 

the site of the Castle and that the church was 

worth a look.  

I had been keen to see the castle ever since 

the Grand Master had bought me to the 

village, I had made lots of helpful comments 

to this effect as we arrived for the run  – odd 

that she didn’t know there was actually a 

castle there – I thought she knew everything?  

Anyway it appears that the good folk of 

Castle Camps left the castle due to the plague 

so there wasn’t too much to see – and the 

walkers who tried to view the church were 

out of luck as it was shut! On a Sunday!!! The 

Church noticeboard advised that it had a Rotating Vicar, causing some hilarity and the ‘oh would you like….. etc etc’   



 

As the RA had done his usual sterling job weather wise – or was it because the 

visiting RA from France (Locust) had put his ha’penny into the mix? – who 

knows – but we gathered for the circle in warmish sunshine…  

The visitors were celebrated, with special note to Just Abigail who managed 

her OJ down down with true spirit and determination. Round three of the 

missing map books ensued when the RA discovered pornography and a model 

of a ‘tit’ (or was it a woodpecker?)  in his bag – though I did find this all a bit 

confusing having missed the first parts of this saga. I was lurking at the back 

trying to keep out of sight as I was fairly sure that the GM would have it in for 

me – inexplicably she seems to think I may have sins to atone – how would 

she know!! I was getting fairly smug that all was to be well as the number of 

beers reduced – but then realised that someone wasn’t going to drink the one 

given and the GM pounced – Can’t remember what dreadful lies were spread 

– I am of course entirely innocent and couldn’t possibly comment 

further……………………. 

 

Run 2100 – 30th Dec 2018  

White Horse, Oakington  

Hares:  Forest Dump & Spicy Bear 

Scribe: Norwegian Toast  
Norwegian Toast would like to thank the GM for the invitation 

to show off his literary skills!   

Forest Dump ran through the navigational tips for the run and 

pointed us to the on-on. Norwegian Toast was walking fast and 

spent some time in conversation with Toed Bedsores talking 

computers – a fact not overlooked by the RA. The route was 

well marked although the walkers made the beer stop 30 

minutes after the FRBs had departed. Nice beer stop with a keg 

of Adnams Ghost Ship and my favourite biscuits, well chocolates 

really, biscuity though they might have been!  

The FRBs made it back to the pub in Oakington after 65 minutes 

(inclusive of beer stop) running 4.04 miles with a total ascent of 

42.4 feet (not sure if this represents the right arm lifting pints or 

actual ascent/descent as it seemed pretty flat to me!). There 

were concerns when the walkers failed to appear after half an 

hour and a search party was dispatched, with a successful 

result.   

The GM congratulated Forest Dump and Spicy Bear in the usual way on organizing this HASH including the beer 

stop.   



 

The RA then went on as follows, accompanied by the songmaster who was remarkably tuneful, but failed to qualify 

for a downdown on this basis alone. If his tunefulness continues perhaps consideration might be given to making this 

award?  

The downdowns:  
1. Toed Bedsores had been observed talking 

computers with Norwegian Toast so qualified; he also 

talked about his ancestor Ted Bradshaw who was a 

signatory to the execution to Charles 1st, and the 

posthumous beheading of Toed Bedsores ancestor 

namesake on the orders of Charles II. Thankfully this 

was not to be the fate of Toed Bedsores, well not today 

anyway!   

2. Steve had failed to inform the RA that he was 

awarded a HASH name at the last BASH and was 

required to explain how the name Norwegian Toast 

had come about, so qualified for a downdown  

3. A female hasher had been noted to enter the 

local shop purchasing a litre of Bombay Sapphire, and so Doubletop qualified for a downdown;  

4. Next week’s HASH should have been laid by the hare Slaphead, who is unable to do so due to unforeseen 

events, being replaced by Earl and It’ll Come Off.   

5. Some time was spent discussing the reasons for the walkers getting 

possibly lost or otherwise waylaid (was there a bottle of Gin 

involved?) and it was concluded that there were mapping 

interpretive errors by Googly who so qualified for a downdown.  

6. It was noted that some runners took a wrong route after the 

beerstop but no action was taken.   

The raffle draw was held and there were various winners.    

Basic HASH runners route 

http://my.viewranger.com/track/details/OTM1NzY5Ng==   

Another great HASH! ON-ON!! 

 

 

  



 

Runs for Feb 2019 
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk                  Hare raiser it`ll come off 

 

Run 2105 Feb 3rd - Black Bull Inn, Balsham, CB21 4DJ 

Tel: 01223 893 844  

Hare: Wrong 'ole 

 

Run 2106 Feb 10th - Red Cow, Chrishall, SG8 8RN 

Tel: 01763 838 792 

Hare: Hold It For Me 

 

 

 

Run 2107 Feb 17th - George and Dragon, Potton, SG19 2QT 

Tel: 01767 260 227 

Hare: Toed Bedsores  

 

Run 2108 Feb 24th - Mad Cat Inn, Pidely, PE28 3BX 

Tel: 01487 842 245  

Hare: Haven't Got One  

 

 Grand Master  -  Big Leg   Grand Mattress  -  Antar  

 Joint Master  -  School Boys Dream & Jonah Dick   Emeritus Grand Master  -  Googly  

 Religious Advisor  -  Kermit   Hare Raiser  -  It`ll come off  

 Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores   Web Master  -  El Rave  

 Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There   Hash Stats  -  Pedro  

 Beer Master  -  Benghazi   Song Master  -  Taxidermist  

 Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi   Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver  

 Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro   Fat Controller  -  Gorilla  

  

 

 

http://blackbull-balsham.co.uk/
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=558702&Y=250691&A=Y&Z=120
http://www.theredcow.com/
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=544545&Y=239149&A=Y&Z=120
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=522424&Y=249337&A=Y&Z=120
http://madcatinn.co.uk/
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=533468&Y=277794&A=Y&Z=120

